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Clemency Quilt Tour in Connecticut

Last week, we joined Women Against Mass Incarceration as they brought The National

Council’s New England Clemency Quilt Tour to Connecticut. The Clemency Quilt

contains the names of incarcerated women in Connecticut who are eligible for and

currently seeking clemency.

On Tuesday, we joined the Awareness and Resources Symposium. During the

Symposium, we got to speak with community members about our #FreeThemNowCT

and #CutShutINVEST campaigns in Connecticut and how they will further decarcerate

our state.
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To support our #FreeThemNowCT campaign and demand that Governor Lamont

develop a comprehensive plan to address COVID-19 in jails and prisons: take action

here!
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https://www.katalcenter.org/freethemnowct
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The Protect Act and Ending Solitary Confinement

Last month, the Connecticut General Assembly passed the PROTECT Act, which

prohibits solitary confinement, ends the use of abusive restraints on incarcerated

people, and more. However, on June 30, Governor Ned Lamont vetoed the bill and

instead issued a woefully insufficient Executive Order on solitary confinement. The

Executive Order fails incarcerated people and their loved ones. Every day the Governor

refuses to sign the PROTECT Act, the use of abusive restraints and other atrocities

continue in Connecticut prisons and jails.

It is unconscionable and inhuman for Connecticut to continue subjecting incarcerated

people to long-term isolated confinement. Connecticut’s use of solitary confinement has
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https://ctmirror.org/2021/06/30/lamont-vetoes-limits-on-solitary-confinement-counters-with-executive-order/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5875389c414fb5ad04c57d9a/t/60ee02c83be50f2c5db18198/1626211017085/Briefer+on+the+PROTECT+Act_FINAL.pdf
https://ctmirror.org/2021/07/11/ct-doc-defends-the-continued-use-of-in-cell-shackling-in-the-wake-of-northerns-closure-but-promises-change/
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/02/1058311


been deemed torture by the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Torture. This vital

legislation will protect all incarcerated people throughout the state.

On Monday, July 26, there will be a veto override session. We stand with Stop Solitary

CT, and demand the Connecticut General Assembly override Governor Lamont’s veto!

During the legislative session, our member Imani testified before the Connecticut

legislature in support of the PROTECT Act and shared a striking account of how people

are treated while being placed in solitary confinement in Connecticut prisons:

"Right now, the inside of prisons are built to break its incarcerated individuals in

every way, especially psychologically. It is a place built to take your faith and leave

you uninspired. Prisons warp and dehumanizes your natural way of interacting with

people to the point you can’t even function in normal society... I know because a year

ago today, I was in solitary confinement."

To watch Imani's full speech about the need for the PROTECT Act, click here!

We're hiring - CT Community Organizer Position

We're hiring for a community organizer in Connecticut. This is a great opportunity for

organizers who want to join a steller organizing team focused on building power and

developing leaders! This position will work to build campaigns to end mass
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incarceration and mass criminalization in Connecticut. Click here to apply for the

Connecticut Community Organizer Position!

We are organizing for equity, health, and justice for everyone and we envision a world

where all communities have the resources and power to exercise self-determination.

Following Black Radical Tradition, our multiracial team is rooted in anti-racist politics

and Black leadership.

Please share this posting in your networks or with anyone you think may be interested.

Details about the position, including salary range and how to apply, are here!

Sign up for the Katal New York Update

We announced in March that, after nearly 5 years, we're ending the Katal Weekly

Update, and moving to two separate email updates -- one for Connecticut, another for

New York. If you’d also like to keep up what we're doing in New York, click here to sign

up for the Katal New York Update!

Keep practicing social distancing, wear your mask, wash your hands, and check in on

your neighbors. If you want to get involved, learn more about our work, or just

connect, please don’t hesitate to reach out.

Katal works to strengthen the people, policies, institutions, and movements

that advance health, equity, and justice for everyone. Join us: web, Twitter,

Facebook! Email: info@katalcenter.org. Phone: 646.875.8822.
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